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The Iranian Nuclear Program

Iran started its nuclear program in the 1950s

Iran’s revolution delayed the program

A few years later, the new leaders continued it

In 2002, it turned out that Iran had already developed two undeclared 
nuclear facilities

Iran suspended uranium enrichment in 2003 and resumed it in 2006

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA): “Iran does not comply with 
safeguard agreements”

4© https://www.timesofisrael.com/iran-acknowledges-accusation-it-has-enriched-uranium-to-84/



17 June 2010

Belarusian security firm VirusBlokAda is contacted by an Iranian customer
Siemens’ SIMATIC WinCC server trapped in a reboot loop

WinCC: acts as a human-machine interface for operating and modifying programmable 
logic controllers (PLCs)

VirusBlockAda identified an infection using a potential Windows zero-day
Notified Microsoft and other researchers

Researchers started analyzing the ~0.5MB binary (huge compared to typical malware)

The team identified four Windows zero-days affecting Windows XP, Vista, and 7

Heavily analyzed by other researchers in the following months

Confirmed to have existed at least one year prior and likely even before
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Stuxnet

Goal: sabotage Iran’s nuclear program
Induce malfunctions in the centrifuges within Iran’s nuclear enrichment facilities

Jointly built by USA and Israel
Neither country has openly admitted responsibility

Designed to seek out and attack a single component of PLC software 
designed by Siemens

If the software is not present, the virus goes inert, remaining undetected on the system

The world learned about it despite its stealthiness
Controlled propagation gone wrong
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The once-secret nuclear complex in Natanz, Iran, about 150 miles south of Tehran

© https://www.wired.com/2014/11/countdown-to-zero-day-stuxnet/ 7



Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad during a tour of centrifuges at Natanz in 2008

© https://www.wired.com/2014/11/countdown-to-zero-day-stuxnet/ 8



Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad observes computer monitors at the Natanz plant

© https://www.wired.com/2014/11/countdown-to-zero-day-stuxnet/ 9



Extremely Specific Goal

Once the PLC is found, Stuxnet searches for the presence of two kinds of 
frequency converters

Made by Fararo Paya (Iran) and Vacon (Finland)

If found, it performs two possible actions depending on the number of 
frequency converters found

Set frequency to 1,064 Hz (close to 1,007 Hz at which Natanz is said to operate)  reduce 
frequency for a short while  return it back

Increase frequency to 1,410 Hz – “very close to the maximum speed the spinning aluminum 
IR-1 rotor can withstand mechanically” 

The stresses from the excessive, then slower, speeds caused the 
aluminum centrifugal tubes to expand

Forcing parts of the centrifuges into sufficient contact with each other to destroy them
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Siemens Simatic S7-300 PLC CPU with three I/O modules attached
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Stuxnet Highlights

Four zero-day exploits
Plus MS08-067 used by the Conficker worm

Windows rootkit
Allowed Stuxnet to reintroduce itself to an infected system after the system was cleaned

Distributed C&C network
Allowed the operators to remotely control and update infected systems

Peer-to-peer updates
Updates and communication with other victims even when C&C server is not reachable

Legitimate signed digital certificates
Silent driver installation without prompting the user

Antivirus evasion techniques
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Installation

0day 0day

17© Symantec - https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/security-response-w32-stuxnet-dossier-11-en



Propagation: Removable Drives

Likely the initial infection vector
Workers, outside contractors, secret agents (?), …

Versions prior to March 2010:  autorun.inf
Causes Windows to automatically run a file on removable media

Malicious code was embedded in autorun.inf itself (!) – polyglot file that can be 
interpreted as both .inf and .exe
MZ file first within the autorun.inf file, followed by actual AutoRun commands

Later versions:  MS10-046 .LNK vulnerability (0day)
Allows local users or remote attackers to execute arbitrary code via a crafted .LNK or .PIF 
shortcut file, which is not properly handled during icon display in Windows Explorer
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Propagation: MS10-061 (0day)

Printer Spooler Service Impersonation Vulnerability

Allows a local or remote user to write arbitrary files to %SYSTEM%
An attacker can specify any file name, including directory traversal or full paths

Achieving code execution
Write to a directory used by Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) for 
application deployment:  Wbem\Mof
This directory is periodically scanned and any new .mof files are processed
automatically  malware activation
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Propagation: MS08-067

Old SMB vulnerability used by Conficker

Can be exploited by connecting over SMB and sending a malformed
path string  arbitrary execution

Stuxnet verifies the following conditions before exploiting MS08-67:
The current date must be before January 1, 2030

Virus signature definitions for a variety of antivirus products must be dated before 
January 1, 2009

The timestamps of kernel32.dll and netapi32.dll must be dated before
October 12, 2008 (before patch day)
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Other Propagation Vectors

Siemens WinCC
When found, connects to its database server using a password that is hardcoded within 
the WinCC software

Then sends malicious SQL code to transfer and execute Stuxnet code to infect the system

Network Shares
Activation through either a scheduled job or using Windows Management 
Instrumentation (WMI)

Siemens SIMATIC Step7 Project files
Original propagation vector of Stuxnet v0.5

Insert Stuxnet code into Step7 project directories
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Digitally Signed Kenel-mode Rootkit Drivers

Valid digital signature enables silent installation without raising suspicion

Stuxnet used two certificates across different versions

January 25, 2010:  driver signed with a valid certificate belonging to 
Realtek Semiconductor Corps

Confirmed as compromised and revoked by Verisign on July 16, 2010

July 17, 2010:  ESET identifies a new Stuxnet driver, this time signed with a 
certificate from JMicron Technology Corp

Revoked by Verisign on July 22, 2010

Both companies are located at Hsinchu Science Park in Taiwan
The close proximity of their offices suggests the possibility that the private keys were 
stolen by an insider or through a physical attack
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P2P Communication

Stuxnet has its own RPC server 
and client

Server started upon infection

Any other compromised 
computer can connect and ask 
what version of Stuxnet is 
installed on the remote computer

Update triggered if client (server) 
is older than the server (client)

26© Symantec - https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/stuxnet-missing-link-13-en



Step 7 Software Infection

Stuxnet subverts a key communication library of WinCC (s7otbxdx.dll)
Responsible for handling PLC block exchange between the Windows machine running 
the Simatic manager and the PLC

The two are connected via a data cable

MitM attack:
Monitor PLC blocks written to
or read from the PLC

Infect PLC by inserting its own blocks
and infecting existing blocks

Hide any evidence that the PLC is
infected whenever WinCC reads an
infected block

27© Symantec - https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/stuxnet-missing-link-13-en
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C&C

Upon infection, contacts over HTTP port 80 two possible domains
www[.]mypremierfutbol[.]com
www[.]todaysfutbol[.]com

Servers hosted in Malaysia and Denmark

Communication “encrypted” with simple XOR
Client to server: 0xFF

Server to client (binary): static 31-byte long XOR key
0xF1, 0x17, 0xFA, 0x1C, 0xE2, 0x33, 0xC1, 0xD7, 0xBB, 0x77, 0x26, 0xC0, 0xE4, 0x96, 0x15, 0xC4, 
0x62, 0x2E, 0x2D, 0x18, 0x95, 0xF0, 0xD8, 0xAD, 0x4B, 0x23, 0xBA, 0xDC, 0x4F, 0xD7, 0x0C

Nothing really special
Could have been easily detected using passive DNS monitoring
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Symantec started monitoring Stuxnet’s C&C traffic on July 20, 2010

As of September 29, 2010, they observed ~100,000 infected hosts (over 40,000 unique external 
IP addresses from over 155 countries, 60% in Iran)

31© Symantec - https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/stuxnet-missing-link-13-en
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Symantec gathered 3,280 unique samples (3 variants) by February 2011

Stuxnet records a timestamp (along with other system information) each time a new infection 
occurs (including the initial infection)

Stuxnet was a targeted attack against five different Iranian companies (12,000 infections can be 
traced back to these 5 organizations)

34© Symantec - https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/stuxnet-missing-link-13-en
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Did Stuxnet Achieve its Goal?

Januray 2010:  IAEA investigators observed that centrifuges were being 
replaced at “an incredible rate”

More than double the normal rate

May 2010:  IAEA stated that the Natanz facility contained 3,900 
operational centrifuges

20% reduction in working centrifuges compared to one year before

In addition, thousands of installed centrifuges were simply idle

November 2010:  the Iranian government acknowledged that its nuclear 
program suffered an electronic attack

Understandably downplayed the impact of the attack

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad admitted that the attack “creat[ed] problems for a 
limited number of our centrifuges”
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Duqu

Discovered in September 2011 by CrySyS Lab
Budapest University of Technology and Economics 

Goal: information gathering
Information related to industrial control systems

Stealing digital certificates (and corresponding private keys)

Remote access trojan (RAT) functionality

Striking similarity to Stuxnet
Overall design, internal structure, modules, implementation, …

Digitally signed driver (different cert)

Just ~20 known victims, including some in Europe
Many involved in the manufacturing of industrial control systems
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Duqu Infection Strategy

Phishing email to the intended target
Microsoft Word document attachment

Targeted attack: no self-replication capability
Removes itself automatically after 30 days

Single zero-day exploit
MS11-087:  Vulnerability in Windows Kernel-Mode Drivers

Kernel exploit that allows remote code execution (Win32k TrueType font parsing engine)

First patch in December 2011, further patches in May 2012

Driver signed with valid digital certificate
C-Media Electronic Inc., headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan

Revoked on October 14, 2011
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Duqu C&C

C&C servers configured to simply forward all port 80 and 443 traffic to 
other servers (potentially other proxies)

Custom C&C protocol
HTTP and HTTPS communication

Downloading/uploading dummy .jpg files for covert communication

Additional encrypted data appended to the .jpg file

Each attack used one or more C&C servers
India, Belgium, Vietnam, Germany, China, …

Distribution of additional components
Infostealer for network enumeration, recording keystrokes, and gathering system info
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Flame

Another information stealer modular malware 
“A complete attack toolkit designed for general cyber-espionage purposes”

Discovered in May 2012 by MAHER Center of Iranian National CERT, 
Kaspersky, and CrySyS

“Most complex malware ever found” ~6MB main component, ~20MB in total

“Twenty times" more complicated than Stuxnet

In operation since at least February 2010 (Kaspersky)
Linked to an attack in April 2012 that caused Iranian officials to disconnect their oil 
terminals from the Internet

Thousands of victims in Iran and Middle East, but also Europe
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Flame Technical Characteristics

Payloads:
Record audio/video (incl. Skype), screenshots, keystrokes, network traffic, …

Turn computers into Bluetooth beacons that attempt to download contact information 
from nearby devices

Several C&C servers around the world
The program then awaits further instructions from these servers

Extensive use of evasion techniques
Stealthy process injection and hooking

Checks for more than 300 AV products

Uses 5 different encryption algorithms for code obfuscation and hiding its data in files
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Flame Propagation

No dropper was ever found (initial infection unknown)

Standard propagation strategies: LAN, USB sticks, Spooler+LNK exploits 
(same as Stuxnet)

Unique propagation strategy: Windows Update MitM
Turns infected machines into proxies for Windows Update

Infected machine is announced as a proxy for the domain via the Web Proxy Auto-
Discovery Protocol (WPAD)

When a victim updates, the query is intercepted and an infected update is pushed

Key challenge: (infected) updates must be signed by Microsoft to be 
successfully installed
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Flame MD5 Hash Collision Attack

The attackers used the Microsoft Terminal Services Licensing 
infrastructure to obtain their fake certificate

Allows licensing servers to automatically obtain certificates from activation servers

The customer’s licensing server generates a key pair and sends the public key to 
Microsoft’s activation server (in a certificate request message)

The activation server then issues the certificate for the public key and sends it back to the 
licensing server

The certificate does not contain any extensions for restricting key usage  can be used for 
code signing

Caveat: the provided certificate contains “MS Hydra extensions,” which are 
rejected by Windows Vista and on

The certificate can be used as is for code signing only on Windows XP and earlier systems
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Flame MD5 Hash Collision Attack

The signature on the certificate is generated on the MD5 hash of the 
certificate’s content

Goal: obtain a signed certificate without Hydra 
Usable for code signing even on Windows Vista and Windows 7

Chosen-prefix hash collision attack
Start with two chosen (different) inputs, and append “near collision” blocks to both until 
they yield the same hash value

Outcome: valid forged certificate
Does not contain the Hydra extension

Matches the hash of a legitimate certificate signed by the CA
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Chosen-prefix Collision

49© Marc Stevens - https://marc-stevens.nl/research/papers/IJACT12-StLdW.pdf



Flame C&C over USB (!)

Infection and data exfiltration from air-gapped networks
Relies on humans to carry data between air-gapped and internet-connected systems

Flame’s operation in restricted environments continues normally
Documents, audio recordings, etc. are collected and stored by Flame locally

When a USB stick is inserted, Flame reads a hidden database file on it
If it doesn’t exist, it is created with default values

EventLog stores messages from (multiple) infected machines that used this DB before

EventLogParams contains details for all above messages (IP, host name, media ID, …)

Flame does not store leaked documents on the stick unless it had been 
plugged into a system that successfully contacted the C&C servers

Easy to determine based on the information contained in EventLogParams

50© Bitdefender - https://labs.bitdefender.com/2012/06/flame-the-story-of-leaked-data-carried-by-human-vector/



Flame C&C over USB (!)

The file created on the memory stick 
is named “.” (dot)

The short file name associated with this file 
entry is HUB001.DAT
The Windows API does not allow the 
creation of a file named “.”

To achieve this, Flame is performing a RAW 
write on the FAT directory entry

The dot filename remains invisible
Ignored by Windows Explorer because it is 
interpreted as the current directory

Only the used space in the file system is 
visible to Windows

51

dir /a reveals the “.” file entry, but it 
still cannot be accessed until the FAT 
directory entry is manually modified

© Bitdefender - https://labs.bitdefender.com/2012/06/flame-the-story-of-leaked-data-carried-by-human-vector/
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Gauss

Discovered in June 2012 by Kaspersky
Infostealer similar to Flame and Duqu

Two main distinguishing features:

1) Steals credentials for bank/social networks/email/IM accounts through 
man-in-the-browser

In addition to previous infostealer capabilities

2) Gödel module: encrypted with RC4, but the decryption key is not
embedded in the malware

Key derived from the MD5 hash performed 10000 times on the combination of the 
%PATH% and %PROGRAMFILES% environment variables on the victim’s machine

The content of these sections remains unknown…
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Masquerading as the Windows Update service (Flame) is the ultimate 
malware spreading mechanism

If we cannot trust the security update mechanism, then what is left?
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Supply Chain Attacks

Infected packages/modules distributed through legitimate channels
Signed with the creator’s signature  bypass allowlisting mechanisms

Many infection points
Insiders at vendor/factory or intermediaries

Interception of legitimate shipments of equipment (NSA)

Break into development infrastructure of software vendors (e.g., compromise employee's 
computer through spear-phishing)

Compromise the Internet-accessible web servers that a vendor uses to distribute 
software updates or new releases

MitM (esp. when TLS is not used during update/delivery)

Change of ownership (e.g., acquire popular Chrome extension and turn it malicious)

Third-party code/libraries that developers use in their projects (e.g., Android ad libraries)
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CCleaner Attack (2017)

An infected installer was put on
the company’s official servers

The rogue package was distributed “legitimately” for almost a month
Vendor’s official servers, as well as third-party download sites

“Two-stage backdoor” was added to the application’s initialization code
Download and execute additional malicious code 

Domain name generation algorithm (DGA) to find its C&C servers

Estimated 1.65 million victims
But the attackers actually targeted a very specific subset of them: only 40 users (!)
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“…hackers penetrated the network of the small Ukrainian 
software firm MeDoc, which sells a piece of accounting 
software that's used by roughly 80-percent of Ukrainian 
businesses. By injecting a tweaked version of a file into 
updates of the software, they were able to start spreading 
backdoored versions of MeDoc software”
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“…contained a table of hardcoded MAC addresses […] 
Once running on a victim’s device, the backdoor verified 
its MAC address against this table. If the MAC address 
matched one of the entries, the malware downloaded the 
next stage of malicious code. Otherwise, the infiltrated 
updater did not show any network activity”
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“One typosquatted gem, ‘atlas-client’ […] had 2,100 
downloads, close to 30% of the total downloads that 
the legitimate gem ‘atlas_client’ had”

“The script then checks if the clipboard data matches 
the format of a cryptocurrency wallet address. If it does, 
it replaces the address with an attacker-controlled one”
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